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Abstract: Transboundary water pollution is a long-standing problem in China, although the Chinese
government has been committed to the protection of water resources. Due to the different interests
of multilevel governments and the regionalization of management, there is still no unified plan
to solve the transboundary water pollution in China. Watershed ecological compensation as a
holistic plan to deal with transboundary water pollution is being promoted currently. Taking the
South-to-North Water Transfer Project’ eastern route as an example, this paper firstly analyses
stakeholders’ strategies and establishes a tripartite game model based on evolutionary game theory.
Secondly, by introducing Cobb Douglas production function creatively, the supervision level of
the central government is refined into supervisory attitude and supervisory skills. Thirdly, the
numerical simulation is used to analyze the sensitivity of influencing factors. The results show
that: (1) whether the central government supervises the local governments mainly depends on the
benefits of water environment improvement and supervision costs; (2) the initial negotiation plan of
the stakeholders has a significant impact on their optimum strategies; (3) the fines imposed by the
central government on the local governments have a small impact on the stable state of the system;
(4) the higher the eco-compensation fee, the lower their likelihood of cooperation; (5) the central
government’s supervisory attitude and supervisory skills have significant effect on the sustainability
of the optimum arrangement, even when willingness of upstream and downstream governments
to cooperate is low; (6) the initial ecological benefits of downstream governments have no effect on
the optimum strategy. Therefore, considering these insights is helpful to improve the watershed
ecological compensation mechanism in order to solve transboundary water pollution and achieve the
sustainability of water resources.

Keywords: transboundary water pollution; watershed ecological compensation; sustainability;
water resources; South-to-North Water Transfer Project; Eastern Route; stakeholders; evolutionary
game theory

1. Introduction

Water resources are indispensable strategic resources for social and economic development [1].
While the development of society, economy, and environment depends on water resources [2,3], it also
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pollutes water resources. Because of the mobility of water resources, water pollution will affect
many administrative regions [4]. Therefore, water pollution is not a problem of governance in an
administrative region, but a transboundary problem involving multiple administrative regions [5].

Transboundary water pollution refers to the pollutants produced in the upstream regions, which
are discharged into rivers or lakes, and then affects the ecological environment of the downstream
regions with water [4,6]. At present, many scholars have studied the problem of transboundary water
pollution and put forward many solutions. Silva and Caplan [7] analyzed the effectiveness of the
federal policy on transboundary pollution control. They believed that the central government could
achieve greater social benefits when it acted as the leader of transboundary pollution control. Xia [8]
compared the water law from international and EU, suggested that China should set up a basic legal
system to solve transboundary water pollution. Zhao et al. [5] calculated the optimal pollutant transfer
tax by constructing the transfer tax model and combining the geographical structure of the basin.

Governments in different regions have different interests and actions, which makes the problem
of transboundary water pollution difficult to solve. In recent years, as a new method, payments
for ecosystem services (PES) has been proposed to solve transboundary water pollution. PES is a
transparent system for the provision of environmental services through conditional payments to voluntary
providers [9,10], which is been widely used in natural resource management and environmental
management like forest protection [11], land conservation [12], and water resources [13,14]. Payments
for watershed ecosystem services (PWES) is an example of applying PES to water resources, such as
the Ganjiang River Basin [15–17] and Taihu River Basin [18,19]. In China, there is a system similar
to PWES, which is called a watershed ecological compensation system. It is based on the principle
of “who develops, who protects; who destroys, who restores; who benefits, who compensates; who
pollutes, who pays” [20] and the advantage of this system is to coordinate interests among multilevel
governments through transfer payments, promote their cooperation, and then to solve the problem
of transboundary water pollution, achieve the sustainable development of water resources [21–23].
How to improve watershed ecological compensation system and promote multilevel governments’
cooperation to solve transboundary water pollution is a hot issue. Therefore, the study of multilevel
governments’ decision-making behaviors and its influencing factors will help to improve the watershed
ecological compensation system to solve transboundary water pollution.

So far, there are three methods to study the influencing factors of watershed ecological compensation
in the academic research: (1) Game theory, which is the study of mathematical models of strategic
interaction between rational decision-makers [24]. Qu et al. [25] constructed a static game model
between upstream and downstream governments to study the problems of watershed ecological
compensation and found that local governments couldn’t spontaneously implement the ecological
compensation system. Jie et al. [26] assumed that the central government’s supervision is constant.
On this basis, they constructed an evolutionary game model between upstream and downstream
governments and concluded that penalties, the ecological compensation fee and initial costs affected
the cooperation. Cao et al. [27] build the game theory model to analyze marine ecological compensation
and they found energy conservation and emission reduction affected the optimal amount of capital
investment of environmental protection. (2) Contingent valuation method (CVM), which is a method
of measuring the value of goods or services by investigating the economic behavior of respondents
in hypothetical markets directly using questionnaires to obtain consumers’ willingness to pay [28].
Willingness to pay (WTP) is the maximum price at or below which a consumer will definitely buy
one unit of a product or service and it is one of the main applications of CVM. Bhandari et al. [29]
used the CVM to study residents’ WTP for the lower reaches of the Chure region in Nepal and
found that beneficiaries living downstream of the basin were willing to pay more for drinking water
services if water quality can be guaranteed and sustained, as well as quantity guarantee to the critical
infrastructure operation [30]. (3) Bayesian network studies the interdependent statistical regularity
among multiple variables objectively, and visually expressing the causal correlations among random
variables in the graph. Peng et al. [31] used Bayesian network to study the dependencies of variables
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extracted by CVM and found that the factors influencing public support for the project, willingness to
participate in public benefit actives and public cognition of water scarcity were crucial to WTP.

Existing researches provide certain insights into behavioral change and influencing factors of
watershed ecological compensation, but they have some limitations: (1) static game analysis cannot
reflect the changes in subject’s behavior; (2) most literature mainly focuses on the two-party game
between upstream and downstream governments, but seldom consider the tripartite game that includes
the central government [25,26]. Even though some scholars have also proposed the supervision of the
central government, they only consider it as an invariable exogenous variable [26]. But the central
government’s supervision is not constant. (3) CVM and Bayesian network cannot be used to reflect the
subjects’ behaviors while studying the influencing factors.

Evolutionary game theory is mainly used in decision-making among multi-stakeholders and
the process of stakeholders’ behavioral changes [32–35]. Firstly, watershed ecological compensation
involves multilevel governments. It is difficult for them to determine their optimal strategies in a
game, so they need to revise their strategies in continuous games to reach their optimal state. Secondly,
previous scholars used a two-party game without considering the central government or assuming
that the supervision of the central government is constant [25,26]. It is inconsistent with the facts.
Therefore, to fill this research gap, this paper introduces the evolutionary game theory and simulation
to study multilevel governments’ decision-making process and influencing factors in the watershed
ecological compensation. Adding the central government to the game makes it closer to the facts.

This paper mainly makes the following contributions: (1) according to the behavioral characteristics of
stakeholders, using a tripartite evolutionary game model to study the evolution strategies; (2) adding
constraints, studying the evolutionary process of stakeholders in two programs; (3) analyzing the
sensitivity of influencing factors by simulation; (4) introducing Cobb Douglas production function,
taking the central government’s supervisory attitude and supervisory skills as input and getting
the supervision level of the central government in order to analyze the possibility whether the
central government can detect and punish the unilateral breach of contract for local governments;
(5) considering the differences of transaction costs, ecological benefits and fines between upstream and
downstream governments.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the study area and theory
background. Section 3 proposes the hypothesis, establishes a tripartite game model and calculates the
optimum state of the model by adding constraints. Section 4 makes sensitivity analysis of parameters
using simulation. Section 5 discusses the results, states the limitations and summarizes future works.
Section 6 gets conclusions and offers suggestions to multilevel governments.

2. Method

2.1. Study Area

As a water-scarce country, China’s per capita water resources are only a quarter of the world’s per
capita water resources [36]. About 40% of China’s population live in water-scarce areas. Because of
the spatial difference of water resources distribution in China [37–39], the Chinese government has
decided to build the South-to-North Water Transfer Project (SNWTP), which is aimed to transfer the
abundant water resources from the South to the North.

SNWTP is divided into three different routes, namely, the Eastern Route, the Middle Route and
the Western Route. The starting point of the Eastern Route is Jiangdu Water Conservancy Project
in Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province. The Middle Route starts from Danjiangkou Reservoir in Hubei
Province and the Western Route is yet to be constructed. Through three routes of SNWTP, the Yangtze
River, Yellow River, Huaihe River, and Haihe River are linked together [40] (Figure 1). In 2013, the first
phase of the Eastern Route was completed.

The Eastern Route runs through several provinces. Most of the cities in these regions have
developed rapidly, producing about 35% of China’s GDP [41]. However, the actual situation is
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that the water quality of the Eastern Route shows a declining trend and the rapid development of
manufacturing industry in the upstream areas has led to large amounts of untreated sewage being
discharged into rivers and lakes, especially the increase of industrial point source pollution and
agricultural non-point source pollution. Due to the poor management of water resources by multilevel
governments, this scenario has deteriorated the water quality in the downstream areas of the Eastern
Route [32]. As transboundary water pollution exists along the Eastern Route of SNWTP, this paper
will take the Eastern Route of SNWTP as an example.
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2.2. Theory Background

The evolutionary game theory originated from Darwin’s biological evolution theory and
Lamarck’s genetic theory. It holds that the participants in the game are not completely rational,
but bounded rational. Participants in the game do not believe that one of their actions will affect their
opponents’ choices. Participants’ decisions are based on long-term observations of their opponents.
Under this theory, groups are regarded as the subjects of the research. It pays attention to the process
that individuals in the groups adjust their decision-making dynamically through imitation and learning,
and finally reach a stable state [42,43].

The development of evolutionary game theory has gone through three stages [44]. In the first
stage, biologists introduce game theory, which is only applied in economics, into biology and construct
a series of biological evolutionary models including plant growth, animal competition and gender
distribution [45]. In the second stage, biologists introduced evolution into traditional game theory,
transformed Nash equilibrium into evolutionary stabilization strategy, and constructed a replication
dynamic model [46,47]. In the third stage, economists use biologists’ ideas to develop evolutionary
stable equilibrium to stochastic stable equilibrium and deterministic complex dynamic model to
stochastic individual learning dynamic model [48–53].

The analysis structure of evolutionary game includes four parts: game framework, fitness function,
evolutionary process and evolutionary stability strategy.
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(1) Game framework. It mainly refers to the structure and rules of the game. It holds that participants do
not have all the knowledge of game structure and rules. That means participants’ knowledge and
information are limited. Moreover, participants usually acquire strategies through transmission
mechanism rather than a rational choice [51].

(2) Fitness function. Fitness is the core concept of evolutionary theory, which is used to describe the
reproductive capacity of genes. In the evolutionary game model, the fitness of a strategy can be
understood as the growth rate of the number of people who adopt the strategy after each game.
Fitness function can be simply regarded as the mapping relationship between game strategy
and fitness.

(3) Evolution process. The evolutionary game differs from traditional game theory in that it studies
the evolutionary process of group size and strategy frequency. The evolutionary process mainly
includes a selection mechanism and the mutation mechanism [53].

(4) Evolutionary stabilization strategy. It is the most basic equilibrium concept in the evolutionary
game [54]. The core idea is that there must be a positive intrusion barrier if an existing strategy
is evolutionary stabilization equilibrium strategy. When the frequency of mutation strategy is
lower than this barrier, the existing strategy can obtain higher benefits than mutation strategy.

3. Model and Analysis

3.1. Stakeholders in the Eastern Route of SNWTP

Based on the Environmental Protection Law in China, local governments have the responsibility
to protect water resources and bear the primary responsibility for the water pollution within their
jurisdiction. Meanwhile, as the superior of local governments, the central government does not only
need to formulate the environmental policy but also need to supervise and manage them. Thus, only
governments at different levels can join in the game and become the stakeholders in the watershed
ecological compensation. According to the “Action Plan for Establishing Market-oriented and
Diversified Mechanism for Ecological Compensation”, which is published by National Development
and Reform Commission, the central government encourages provincial administrative regions to
establish the horizontal compensation system. In this system, the central government only carries out
the functions of coordinating and supervising local governments [55]. Adding the central government
to the game is more suitable for the actual situation in China and help to solve the problem. Therefore,
there are three stakeholders in the tripartite game: upstream governments, downstream governments
and the central government.

Because three different governments have different interests, this will affect their behaviors during
the tripartite game.

Upstream governments: in order to guarantee water quality to downstream area, upstream
governments have to protect water resources by prohibiting the development of the industry.
But upstream governments have their own interests of promoting local economic by industry. It means
that upstream governments can use water resources at its disposal.

Downstream governments: they should pay a compensation fee because upstream governments
abandon development opportunities for protecting water resources. While downstream governments
have the rights to use clean water, they should not pay a compensation fee.

Central government: the main interest is to get the maximum benefits by considering the social,
economic and ecological efficiency in SNWTP. Meanwhile, the central government has to coordinate the
interests between different governments to ensure the operation of SNWTP. So, the central government
has the right to supervise upstream governments to protect water resources and request downstream
governments to pay a compensation fee to the upstream. When the upstream and downstream
governments fail to fulfill their responsibilities and obligations, the central government has the right to
promote cooperation through various means, including punishing non-cooperation and rewarding
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cooperation. Meanwhile, the supervision level of the central government is restricted by its own
supervision costs, overall benefits, supervisory attitude to water resources and supervisory skills.

The relationship of stakeholders in Eastern Route of SNWTP on watershed ecological compensation
is shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Evolutionary Game Model Construction

3.2.1. Hypothesis

There are three players in the game of watershed ecological compensation in Eastern Route
of SNWTP. These players are upstream governments, downstream governments and the central
government. This paper assumes that:

(1) The power of upstream and downstream governments is equal, and the central government has
the power to supervise and coordinate them.

(2) Upstream governments have two alternative strategies in its set of strategies, protecting water
resources or not protecting.

(3) Downstream governments have two alternative strategies, paying a compensation fee to upstream
governments or not paying.

(4) The central government also has two alternative strategies, supervising the local governments or
not supervising.

(5) Upstream governments, downstream governments and the central government want to maximize
their own benefits during the tripartite game [56].

(6) Upstream governments, downstream governments and the central government are not completely
rational but bounded rational.

(7) Upstream governments, downstream governments and the central government usually cannot
find their own optimal strategy at one time, but adjust their strategies in continuous games and
ultimately achieve the optimal strategy.

(8) This paper only considers the unilateral default of upstream and downstream governments,
assuming that bilateral default is impossible to occur.
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(9) The supervision level of the central government is mainly affected by the supervisory attitude
to water resources and supervisory skills. If these factors are taken as input, according to the
Cobb–Douglas production function (Y = ALαKβ), the probability that the central government
can find out the local government’s unilateral breach of contract is a × b, supposing A = α =

β = 1, L = a, K = b.

In the tripartite game of the Eastern Route of SNWTP, C1 represents the direct costs for water
resources protection of upstream governments; C2 represents the opportunity costs for water resources
protection of upstream governments; C3 represents the supervision costs of the central government. Cs

and Cx represent the transaction costs paid by upstream and downstream governments when they
choose to cooperate. F1 and F2 represent the fines imposed by the central government on the upstream
and downstream governments when the local governments default unilaterally. L1 and L2 represent the
initial ecological benefits of downstream governments when upstream governments choose to protect
water resources or not. M and M1 represent the additional benefits that local governments gain owing
to the improvement of the water environment when the upstream and downstream governments
cooperate with each other. R represents the ecological compensation fee to upstream governments for
protecting water resources. R1 represents the overall benefits of the central government. The parameter
of a represents the supervisory attitude to water resources and b represents the supervisory skills of
the central government. Table 1 shows the parameters specifications.

Table 1. The parameters in the tripartite game (all parameters are positive).

Parameters Description

C1 Direct costs of upstream governments
C2 Opportunity costs of upstream governments
C3 Supervision costs of the central government
Cs Transaction costs of upstream governments
Cx Transaction costs of downstream governments
F1 Fines of unilateral default for upstream governments
F2 Fines of unilateral default for downstream governments

L1
Initial ecological benefits of downstream governments when upstream

governments protect the water resources

L2
Initial ecological benefits of downstream governments when upstream

governments don’t protect the water resources
M Additional benefits of upstream governments
M1 Additional benefits of downstream governments
R Ecological compensation fee
R1 Benefits of the central government
a Supervisory attitude towards water resources
b Supervisory skills

3.2.2. Payoffs of Stakeholders

There are two strategies for the central government, supervising the local governments or
not supervising. If z indicates the probability that the central government will supervise the local
governments, then 1-z indicates the probability of not supervising.

Program with Supervision

The parameters of x and y indicate the probabilities that upstream governments choose to protect
water resources and downstream governments choose to pay a compensation fee. Umnk, Dmnk and Gmnk
represent the payoffs of upstream governments, downstream governments and the central government
in different strategies. m, n, and k represent the strategies of upstream governments, downstream
governments and the central government respectively. Table 2 shows the specifications of m, n, and k.
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Table 2. The specifications of m, n, and k.

Governments Symbol Value Strategies

Upstream governments m 1 Protecting water resources
2 Not protecting water resources

Downstream
governments n 1 Paying for a compensation fee

2 Not paying for a compensation fee

The Central government k
1 Supervision
2 Not supervision

1. The payoffs of upstream governments.

When downstream governments choose to pay a compensation fee and upstream governments
choose to protect water resources or not to protect, the payoffs of upstream governments are:

U111 = R + M− C1 − C2 − Cs (1)

U211 = R− a× b× F1 (2)

When downstream governments choose not to pay the compensation fee and upstream governments
choose to protect water resources or not to protect, the payoffs of upstream governments are:

U121 = −C1 − C2 − Cs (3)

U221 = 0 (4)

2. The payoffs of downstream governments.

When upstream governments choose to protect water resources and downstream governments
choose to pay compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of downstream governments are:

D111 = L1 + M1 − R− Cx (5)

D121 = L1 − a× b× F2 (6)

When upstream governments choose not to protect water resources and downstream governments
choose to pay compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of downstream governments are:

D211 = L2 − R− Cx (7)

D221 = L2 (8)

3. The payoffs of the central government.

When upstream governments protect water resources and downstream governments choose to
pay the compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of the central government are:

G111 = R1 − C3 (9)

G121 = R1 − C3 + a× b× F2 (10)

When upstream governments choose not to protect water resources and downstream governments
pay the compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of the central government are:

G211 = a× b× F1 − C3 (11)

G221 = −C3 (12)
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Table 3 shows the payoff matrix of the stakeholders with the supervision of the central government.

Table 3. Payoffs matrix of the stakeholders with supervision of the central government.

When the Central Government Supervise the Local Governments

Downstream Governments

Paying for a Compensation Fee Not Paying for a Compensation Fee

Upstream
Governments

Downstream
Governments

Central
Government

Upstream
Governments

Downstream
Governments

Central
Government

Upstream
governments

Protecting water
resources

R + M−
C1 −C2 −Cs

L1 + M1 −
R− Cx

R1 − C3
−C1 − C2 −

Cs

L1 − a× b×
F2

R1 − C3 +
a× b× F2

Not protecting
water resources

R− a× b×
F1

L2 − R− Cx
a× b× F1 −

C3
0 L2 −C3

Notes: C1 represents direct costs of upstream governments; C2 represents opportunity costs to upstream
governments; C3 represents supervision costs of the central government; Cs represents transaction costs of
upstream governments; Cx represents transaction costs of downstream governments; F1 represents fines to upstream
governments; F2 represents fines to downstream governments; L1 and L2 represent initial ecological benefits of
downstream governments when upstream governments protect the water resources or not protect. M represents
additional benefits of upstream governments; M1 represents additional benefits of downstream governments;
R represents the ecological compensation fee; R1 represents benefits of the central government; a represents
supervisory attitude towards water resources; b represents supervisory skills.

Program without Supervision

1. The payoffs of upstream governments.

When downstream governments choose the strategy of paying compensation fee and upstream
governments choose to protect water resources or not to protect, the payoffs of upstream
governments are:

U112 = R + M− C1 − C2 − Cs (13)

U212 = R (14)

When downstream governments choose not to pay the compensation fee and upstream governments
choose to protect water resources or not to protect, the payoffs of upstream governments are:

U121 = −C1 − C2 − Cs (15)

U221 = 0 (16)

2. The payoffs of downstream governments.

When upstream governments choose to protect water resources and downstream governments
choose to pay compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of downstream governments are:

D111 = L1 + M1 − R− Cx (17)

D121 = L1 (18)

When upstream governments choose not to protect water resources and downstream governments
choose to pay compensation fee or not to pay, the payoffs of downstream governments are:

D211 = L2 − R− Cx (19)

D221 = L2 (20)

3. The payoffs of the central government.
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Without the supervision of the central government, whatever strategy the upstream and
downstream governments choose, the payoff of the central government are:

G112 = G212 = G121 = G221 = 0 (21)

Table 4 shows the payoffs matrix of the stakeholders without the supervision of the
central government.

Table 4. Payoffs matrix of the stakeholders without supervision of the central government.

When the Central Government Do Not Supervise the Local Governments

Downstream Governments

Paying for a Compensation Fee Not Paying for a Compensation Fee

Upstream
Governments

Downstream
Governments

Central
Government

Upstream
Governments

Downstream
Governments

Central
Government

Upstream
governments

Protecting water
resources

R + M−
C1 −C2 −Cs

L1 + M1 −
R− Cx

0 −C1 − C2 −
Cs

L1 0

Not protecting
water resources R L2 − R− Cx 0 0 L2 0

Notes: C1 represents direct costs of upstream governments; C2 represents opportunity costs to upstream
governments; Cs represents transaction costs of upstream governments; Cx represents transaction costs of
downstream governments; L1 and L2 represent initial ecological benefits of downstream governments when
upstream governments protect the water resources or not protect. M represents additional benefits of
upstream governments; M1 represents additional benefits of downstream governments; R represents ecological
compensation fee.

3.2.3. Replicated Dynamic Equations

The variables π11 and π12 represent the expected payoffs of upstream governments choosing
different strategies. The variable π1 indicates the average expected payoffs of upstream
governments. Therefore,

π11 = y× z× (M + R− C1 − C2 − CS) + (1− y)× z× (−C1 − C2 − Cs)

+y× (1− z)× (M + R− C1 − C2 − CS)

+(1− y)× (1− z)× (−C1 − C2 − Cs)

(22)

π12 = y× z× (R− a× b× F1) + (1− y)× z× 0 + y× (1− z)× R + (1− y)× (1− z)× 0
π1 = x× π11 + (1− x)× π12

(23)

= y× R− x× (C1 + C2 + Cs) + x× y×M− a× b× y× z× F1 + a× b× x× y× z× F1 (24)

The replicated dynamic equation of upstream governments is as follows:

F1(x) =
dx
dt

= x× (π11 − π1) = x× (x− 1)× (C1 + C2 + Cs − y×M− a× b× y× z× F1) (25)

For downstream governments, we use the variables π21, π22 and π2 to represent the expected
payoffs of paying for the compensation fee, not paying and the average expected payoffs, respectively.

π21 = x× z× (L1 + M1 − R− Cx) + (1− x)× z× (L2 − R− Cx)

+ x× (1− z)× (L1 + M1 − R− Cx) + (1− x)× (1− z)× (L2 − R− Cx)
(26)

π22 = x× z× (L1 − a× b× F2) + (1− x)× z× L2 + x× (1− z)× L1 + (1− x)× (1− z)× L2

π2 = y× π21 + (1− y)× π22
(27)

= L2 + x× (L1 − L2)− y× (R + Cx) + x× y×M1 − a× b× x× z× F2

+a× b× x× y× z× F2
(28)
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The replicated dynamic game equation of downstream governments is as follows:

F2(y) =
dy
dt

= y× (π21 − π2) = y× (y− 1)× (Cx + R− x×M1 − a× b× x× z× F2) (29)

The analysis is the same as above, π31 and π32 represent the expected payoffs of the central
government choosing the strategies of supervision and non-supervision. π3 indicates the average
expected payoff of the central government.

π31 = x× y× (R1 − C3) + (1− x)× y× (a× b× F1 − C3) + x× (1− y)×
(R1 + a× b× F2 − C3) + (1− x)× (1− y)× (−C3)

(30)

π32 = 0 (31)

π3 = z× π31+ (1− z)× π32

= x× y× z× (R1 − C3) + (1− x)× y× z× (a× b× F1 − C3)

+x× (1− y)× z× (R1 + a× b× F2 − C3)

+(1− x)× (1− y)× z× (−C3)

(32)

The replicated dynamic game equation of central governments is as follows:

F3(z) = dz
dt = z× (π31 − π3)

= z× (z− 1)
×(C3 − x× R1 − a× b× x× F2 − a× b× y× F1 + a× b× x× y× F1

+a× b× x× y× F2)

(33)

Equations (25), (29) and (33) constitute the system of the tripartite dynamic game. According to
the hypothesis (6) and (7), these stakeholders are bounded rationality. It is hard for them to choose the
best strategy at one time. Meanwhile, the initial probabilities of three stakeholders change through
time. So, they will change their strategies over time until they reach a steady state. This steady state is
called the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS).

3.2.4. Evolutionary Stable Strategies

Equilibrium Points of the Tripartite Evolutionary Game Model

According to the system of tripartite dynamic evolutionary game model, the initial probabilities
of three stakeholders (x, y, z) depend on time (t). It means x, y and z can change over time. Thus, the
value of x (t), y (t), and z (t) are between 0 and 1. In order to solve differential equations in dynamic
systems, the initial values of x, y and z need to be set, namely x (0), y (0) and z (0). In this framework,
for a random initial value, the calculated x (t), y (t) and z (t) will form a mixed strategy of the tripartite
evolutionary game.

What we are most interested in is the stable state of the tripartite evolutionary game. In order to
obtain a stable state, we make the three differential equations in the dynamic system equal 0 and then
solve to obtain the solution for the optimum state. That is

F1(x) = dx
dt = x× (x− 1)× (C1 + C2 + Cs − y×M− a× b× y× z× F1) = 0

F2(y) =
dy
dt = y× (y− 1)× (Cx + R− x×M1 − a× b× x× z× F2) = 0

F3(z) = dz
dt = z× (z− 1)

×(C3 − x× R1 − a× b× x× F2 − a× b× y× F1 + a× b× x× y× F1 + a× b× x× y× F2)

(34)

By solving Equation (34), we obtain all equilibrium points, namely E1 (0, 0, 0), E2 (1, 0, 0), E3 (0,
1, 0), E4 (0, 0, 1), E5 (1, 1, 0), E6 (1, 0, 1), E7 (0, 1, 1), and E8 (1, 1, 1). These eight points constitute the
boundary of the solution of dynamic evolution system, and then form the space of solution, which is
x(t) ∈ (0, 1), y(t) ∈ (0, 1), z(t) ∈ (0, 1) [13,29]. So, the values of x (t), y (t) and z (t) can only be taken
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in this space. And there is another equilibrium point in this dynamic evolution system, namely E9.
Solving Equation (35), we can get the last equilibrium point E9.

(C1 + C2 + Cs − y×M− a× b× y× z× F1) = 0
(Cx + R− x×M1 − a× b× x× z× F2) = 0

(C3 − x× R1 − a× b× x× F2 − a× b× y× F1 + a× b× x× y× F1 + a× b× x× y× F2) = 0
(35)

Stability of Equilibrium Points

According to the framework of evolutionary game theory [54], in the replication dynamic
system of the tripartite evolutionary game, the necessary condition for a strategy combination to
be asymptotically stable is that the strategy combination must be a strict Nash equilibrium [43]. Thus,
if the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable (called it an asymptotically stable equilibrium point or
sink) [57], then the equilibrium point must be a strict Nash equilibrium, and the strict Nash equilibrium
is also a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. Because E9 is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium in this
replication dynamic system, it is not a sink. Therefore, we only need to focus on the other eight
equilibrium points and analyze them. According to Friedman [51], the Jacobian matrix of replication
dynamic system is helpful to judge whether equilibrium points are the sink. Thus, we get eight
Jacobian matrixes of eight points, namely J1 to J8, and they are listed in Appendix A.

According to Lyapunov’s System Stability Theory [58], when all eigenvalues of a matrix are
negative, the system is asymptotically stable; when all eigenvalues of a matrix are less than or equal
to zero and the eigenvalues equaling to 0 have no multiple roots, the system is stable in the sense of
Lyapunov; when one eigenvalue of a matrix is greater than zero or the eigenvalues equaling to 0 have
multiple roots, the system is unstable [59].

Because all parameters are positive, we can find that E1 is asymptotically stable; E2, E3, E4, E6,
and E7 are unstable; E5 and E8 can be judged by adding constraints. Comparing J5 with J8, they are
mutually exclusive. When E5 is stable, E8 is unstable; when E8 is stable, E5 is unstable. When the
eigenvalues of J5 are negative, the eigenvalues of J8 are negative. The most important is to judge the
values of C3 and R1. Thus, there are two games in the watershed ecological compensation in Eastern
Route of SNWTP.

Game 1. When the constraints satisfy the inequalities group (36), there are two sinks (E1 and E5)
in this tripartite evolutionary game. 

C1 + C2 + Cs −M < 0
Cx −M1 + R < 0

R1 − C3 < 0
(36)

Game 2. When the constraints satisfy the inequalities group (37), there are also two sinks (E1 and
E8) in this tripartite evolutionary game.

C1 + C2 + Cs −M− a× b× F1 < 0
Cx −M1 + R− a× b× F2 < 0

C3 − R1 < 0
(37)

In the different constraints, the asymptotically stable state of the tripartite evolutionary game
depends on the initial state of the system. That means the initial probabilities of three stakeholders
will determine the final state of stability.

From the above analysis, it is clear that the initial ecological benefits of downstream governments
(L1 and L2) have no effect on the stability of the system. This is because the initial ecological
benefits of the downstream government are a point value when the upstream government chooses
different strategies. But the effect to downstream governments is a long-term process when upstream
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governments choose different strategies. As a result, the initial benefits of downstream governments
are independent of the long-term process of environmental control.

4. Numerical Simulation Results

From the above analysis, we can see that the system has two evolutionary stabilization strategies.
Next, we use numerical simulation to visually analyze the impact of changes for the initial
probabilities, opportunity costs, fines, compensation fee, supervisory attitude to water resources
and supervisory skills.

4.1. Evolutionary Stable Strategy under Different Games

4.1.1. Evolutionary Stable Strategy under Game 1

In this case, the constraints are shown in the inequalities group (36). There are two sinks in this
tripartite evolutionary game, namely E1 (0, 0, 0) and E5 (1, 1, 0). So suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7, C3 = 30,
Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 15, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R = 5, R1 = 25, a = 0.5, b = 0.5. Under these
constraints, the overall situation of the tripartite evolutionary game is shown in Figure 3.
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The initial value of x, y and z can affect the whole replicated dynamic system and the final stable
statement. We divide this game into two different situations.

1. Suppose x (0) = 0.3, y (0) = 0.2, z (0) = 0.1. The final result of the tripartite evolutionary game is
shown in Figure 4a. The system finally stabilizes at the point of E1 (0, 0, 0). We can see clearly
that upstream governments, downstream governments and the central government are stable at
level 0. Upstream governments choose not to protect water resources, downstream governments
choose not to pay and the central government chooses non-supervision. Meanwhile, the speed
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at which the central government reaches a stable state is the fastest, followed by upstream
governments, and downstream governments are the slowest.

2. Suppose x (0) = 0.8, y (0) = 0.7, z (0) = 0.6. The final result is shown in Figure 4b. E5 (1, 1, 0)
is the sink in this situation. Because the initial probabilities of upstream governments and
downstream governments are high, the upstream and downstream governments elect protecting
water resources and paying a compensation fee. Although the initial probability of the central
government is 0.6, it still chooses non-supervision. According to Figure 4b, downstream
governments are the fastest achieving a stable state, while upstream governments are the slowest
achieving a stable state.
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4.1.2. Evolutionary Stable Strategy under Game 2

The constraints of game 2 are shown in the inequalities group (37) and there are two sinks in
the replication dynamic system, namely E1 (0, 0, 0) and E8 (1, 1, 1), shown in Figure 5. So, suppose
C1 = 5, C2 = 7, C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 15, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R = 5, R1 = 30,
a = 0.5, b = 0.5.

In this case, the final stable state of the replication dynamic system depends on the setting of the
initial value x (0), y (0), z (0). Therefore, we will analyze two groups of different initial values.

1. Suppose x (0) = 0.3, y (0) = 0.2, z (0) = 0.1. The final result of the evolutionary game is shown
in Figure 6a. The system finally stabilizes at E1 (0, 0, 0). It indicates that the system will finally
stabilize at the point of E1 when the initial probabilities are low. Then, upstream governments
choose not to protect water resources and downstream governments choose not to pay. The central
government will choose not to supervise. According to Figure 6a, we can also find that upstream
governments stabilize faster, followed by the central government, and downstream governments
stabilize the slowest when the initial values are low.

2. Suppose x (0) = 0.8, y (0) = 0.7, z (0) = 0.6. The final result of the evolutionary game is shown
in Figure 6b. The three stakeholders have gradually increased their willingness to cooperate,
making the system stable at E8 (1, 1, 1). At this point, upstream governments prefer to protect
water resources and downstream governments prefer to pay for a compensation fee. The central
government supervises the local governments. Through Figure 6b, when the initial values
are high, the central government stabilizes faster, followed by the downstream government,
and upstream governments stabilize the slowest.
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The above results further show that the tripartite evolutionary game model constructed in this
paper has two different games. The final stable state will change with different constraints. In any
cases, the change of initial value will also affect the final stable state.

Therefore, the central government’s supervision costs and overall benefits will affect its supervision
behavior to local governments. As long as the overall benefits of the central government are less than
the costs, no matter how high the initial value is, the central government will choose non-supervision.

4.2. Parameters Analysis

Compared to Game 1, Game 2 represents a more realistic situation that multilevel governments
will participate in the watershed ecological compensation in the Eastern Route of SNWTP. Therefore,
we will take Game 2 as the subject to carry out a sensitivity analysis. The parameters of opportunity
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costs (C2), fines (F1 and F2), compensation fee (R), supervisory attitude to water resources (a), and
supervisory skills (b) of the central government are focused in this paper.

4.2.1. Opportunity Costs

In order to analyze the impact of opportunity costs on the stable state, assuming that the values
of parameters are fixed except opportunity costs. So suppose C1 = 5, C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3,
F1 = 15, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R = 5, R1 = 25, a = 0.5, b = 0.5, and C2 equals 4, 7, 10, and 13
in turn. In order to reflect the additional effect of initial values, we take two sets of initial values,
x(0) = 0.4, y(0) = 0.4, z(0) = 0.4 and x(0) = 0.8, y(0) = 0.8, z(0) = 0.8. The results are shown in
Figure 7.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 28 
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Figure 7 illustrates the higher the opportunity costs, the faster the game finally stabilizes to state
0, especially when the initial probabilities of three stakeholders are 0.4. When the initial probabilities
of three stakeholders are 0.8, upstream governments choose to protect water resources at a slower
pace, accompanied by increased opportunity costs. Interestingly, when the opportunity costs increase
to 13, even if upstream governments initially have a strong willingness to protect water resources,
it will eventually choose not to protect water resources. The situation of downstream governments is
similar to upstream governments. Opportunity costs have a small impact on the central government,
especially when initial probabilities are 0.8.

In order to protect water resources, upstream governments need to restrict the development of
polluting industries and increase the investment in the infrastructure. The high opportunity costs will
bring huge financial pressure to the upstream governments. Therefore, when the opportunity costs of
upstream governments increase gradually, upstream governments will choose not to protect water
resources. Even if the upstream governments have a high willingness to protect, they have to make
such a choice under huge financial pressure.
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4.2.2. Fines

This paper divides the fines of the central government on local governments into two categories:
the fines to upstream governments (F1) and to downstream governments (F2).

The Fines to Upstream Governments

In order to analyze the impact of F1, assuming that the values of parameters are fixed except
F1. Suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7, C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R = 5,
R1 = 25, a = 0.5, b = 0.5. And F1 equals 10, 15, 20, and 100, in turn. In order to reflect the additional
effect of initial values, we take two sets of initial values, x(0) = 0.4, y(0) = 0.4, z(0) = 0.4 and
x(0) = 0.8, y(0) = 0.8, z(0) = 0.8. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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Form Figure 8, obviously, when the initial probability is 0.4, the parameter of F1 has little effect
on the three stakeholders expect the sudden change (F1 = 100). When F1 gets 100, upstream and
downstream governments spend more time to reach state 0 and the central government is more
sensitive to such changes. When the initial probability is 0.8, F1 only has a significant impact on
upstream governments. The greater the fines, the quicker the stability. But it has no effect on
downstream governments and the central government.

The Fines to Downstream Governments

In order to analyze the impact of F2, we only change F2. Suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7, C3 = 8,
Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R= 5, R1 = 25, a = 0.5, b = 0.5. And F2 equals 10,
15, 20, and 100 in turn. We take two sets of initial values, x(0) = 0.4, y(0) = 0.4, z(0) = 0.4 and
x(0) = 0.8, y(0) = 0.8, z(0) = 0.8. The results are shown in Figure 9.
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According to Figure 9, we can get similar results as F1. When F2 increases slowly, it has little
effect on the stakeholders. Only when F2 suddenly increases (F2 = 100), the time for the stakeholders
to reach a stable state will be longer and the most sensitive is the central government; the fines to
downstream governments have little impact on the three stakeholders no matter how F2 changes when
the initial probability is 0.8.

According to the analysis of fines to the local governments, punishment cannot obviously
promote local governments to implement the ecological compensation system. Hence, the punishment
mechanism is not an optimal choice when improving the ecological compensation system. It means
that increasing punishment alone will not promote cooperation, but will reduce the probability of
cooperation. It is very important to determine a reasonable punishment standard.

4.2.3. Ecological Compensation Fee

In this section, we suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7, C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 15, F2 = 10,
M = 16, M1 = 20, R1 = 25, a = 0.5, b = 0.5. And R equals 10, 15, and 20 in turn. In order to reflect the
additional effect of initial values, we take two sets of initial values, x(0) = 0.4, y(0) = 0.4, z(0) = 0.4
and x(0) = 0.8, y(0) = 0.8, z(0) = 0.8. The results are shown in Figure 10.
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According to Figure 10, when the initial probabilities are 0.4, upstream governments tend to
choose a non-protection strategy, downstream governments choose non-compensation and the central
government chooses non-supervision. They choose the above strategies more quickly when the
ecological compensation fee increases continuously. In contrast, when the initial probability is 0.8, the
ecological compensation fee affects upstream and downstream governments but has no impact on
the central government. At this time, the speed at which upstream and downstream governments
choose to protect water resources and pay compensation fee slows down with the increase of ecological
compensation fee.

The ecological compensation fee is a transfer payment between the upstream and downstream
governments, so it has almost no impact on the central government. With the ecological compensation
fee increasing, the financial press of downstream governments will increase. Therefore, it is necessary
to balance the interests of upstream and downstream in order to formulate an appropriate amount of
ecological compensation fee.

4.2.4. Supervisory Attitude

We analyze supervisory attitude to water resources as above and suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7,
C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 15, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R= 5, R1 = 25, b = 0.5. And the parameter
of a equals 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 5, in turn. The results are shown in Figure 11.
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According to Figure 11, when the initial probability is 0.4, upstream and downstream governments
are insensitive to the increase of the central government’s supervisory attitude. Only the central
government’s stabilization rate decreases with the increase of the supervisory attitude. Interestingly,
when the central government’s supervisory attitude increases significantly (a = 5), the sensitivity of
the three stakeholders increases rapidly, and the stable state changes from 0 to 1. This means that
if the central government’s supervisory attitude is very strong, the game will eventually stabilize at
state 1 regardless of the initial probabilities of the three stakeholders. Then, upstream governments
protect water resources, downstream governments pay the ecological compensation fee, and the central
government supervises. In contrast, when the initial probability is 0.8, the increasing supervisory
attitude has no significant impact on downstream governments and the central government but it has
a significant impact on upstream governments. With the improvement of the supervisory attitude,
the speed of upstream governments stabilizing to state 1 is obviously accelerated.

The central government’s supervisory attitude towards protecting the water environment reflects
the central government’s determination to deal with water pollution. It can effectively reflect the
warning role of local governments.

4.2.5. Supervisory Skills

Similarly, in order to analyze the impact of supervisory skills of the central government, we assume
the values of parameters are fixed except the supervisory skills (b). Suppose C1 = 5, C2 = 7,
C3 = 8, Cs = 3, Cx = 3, F1 = 15, F2 = 10, M = 16, M1 = 20, R= 5, R1 = 25, a = 0.5. And b equals 0.2,
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0.5, 0.8 and 5, in turn. We also take two sets of initial values, x(0) = 0.4, y(0) = 0.4, z(0) = 0.4 and
x(0) = 0.8, y(0) = 0.8, z(0) = 0.8. The results are shown in Figure 12.
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From Figure 12, when the initial probability is 0.4, upstream and downstream governments are
insensitive to the increase of the central government’s supervisory skills, but the central government’s
speed decreases with the increase of the supervisory skills. Interestingly, when the supervisory
skills of the central government increase significantly (b = 5), the sensitivity of the three stakeholders
increases rapidly, and the stable state changes from 0 to 1. It indicates that the increase of the central
government’s supervisory skills can promote the cooperation of three stakeholders regardless of their
initial willing. In contrast, we can get similar results with the supervisory attitude analysis. When the
initial probability is 0.8, the increasing supervisory skills of the central government have no obvious
impact on downstream governments and the central government but have a significant impact on
upstream governments. With the improvement of the supervisory skills of the central government,
the speed of upstream governments stabilizing to state 1 is obviously accelerated.

Supervisory skills reflect the ability of the central government to detect local governments’
defaults. Improvement of the central government’s supervision skills can effectively reduce the fluke
mentality of local governments in breach of contract.

5. Discussion

Ecological civilization is the sum of material, spiritual and institutional achievements that human
beings have made to protect and build a better ecological environment. It is a systematic project that
runs through the whole process and all aspects of economic, political, cultural and social construction,
and reflects the progress of a society’s civilization. Now ecological civilization has become an important
link in the harmonious development of China [60–62]. As an important part of ecological resources,
water resources have received extensive attention.
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According to the results, the central government’s supervision behavior is mainly affected by
supervision costs and benefits. When the benefits are greater than the costs, the central government
will supervise; when the benefits are less than the costs, the central government will not supervise.
However, water resources are an important public product. Even if the benefits are less than the
costs, the central government will not completely stop supervising local governments. Because the
central government’s supervision behavior is not only affected by costs and benefits but also depends
on its own scope of power and responsibility. In other words, the costs and benefits will determine
the supervisory power of the central government. If the benefits are greater than the costs, then the
supervisory power of the central government will be enhanced; on the contrary, the supervisory power
will be weakened.

In order to enhance the supervisory power of the central government, we should increase the
overall benefits of the central government or reduce its supervision costs. However, it is more difficult
to enhance the central government’s supervisory power by increasing government benefits, so reducing
supervision costs is a feasible way. Then, the central government can effectively reduce supervision
costs by improving supervisory skills, streamlining government departments and carrying out “precise
supervision”. At the same time, the saved supervision costs can be awarded to local governments
as incentives, and ultimately enhance the supervision of the central government. Therefore, it is
necessary for the central government to control the supervision costs on the basis of achieving the
effect of supervision.

The willingness to cooperate in local governments will directly affect the final stability of the
model. If the initial willingness of upstream and downstream governments to cooperate is high,
the final model will be stable in E5. Then upstream governments choose to protect water resources
and downstream governments choose to pay the ecological compensation fee. In contrast, If the initial
willingness to cooperate is low, the model will eventually stabilize at E1. Upstream governments do
not protect water resources and downstream governments do not pay, which is the worst stable state
in the model. Previous studies have found that ecological compensation contracts without central
government regulation are not feasible. But in this study, upstream and downstream governments will
cooperate regardless of whether the central government supervises or not, when the initial probability
to cooperate is relatively high. It is obviously different from previous studies. The main reason is that
when the upstream and downstream governments are aware of the importance of cooperation, they
are more likely to form coalitions of common interest. As long as they have a strong willingness to
cooperate, even without the supervision of the central government, upstream governments will protect
water resources and downstream governments will compensate the upstream. Therefore, improving
the willingness of cooperation between upstream and downstream is a key factor to improve the
watershed ecological compensation system in the Eastern Route of the SNWTP. However, the current
river basin management system in China is that governments at different levels are only responsible
for their jurisdictions. The division of administrative areas leads to high supervision costs [63].
This makes upstream and downstream use water resources excessively due to different interests and
ultimately leads to the breakdown of cooperation between upstream and downstream governments.
At present, the river chief system implemented by the Chinese government is helping to solve the
problem of the regionalization of water resources management [64]. Therefore, the implementation
of river chief system in the Eastern Route of SNWTP can be helpful to break down the division of
administrative areas, treating the river basin as a whole for unified management, and then strengthen
the understanding of the interest community between upstream and downstream governments, so as
to jointly promote the sustainable development of water resources and solve the conflict.

From the results of the numerical simulation, the level of opportunity costs will directly affect
the final stable state of the tripartite game. With the increase of opportunity costs, when the
initial willingness of upstream and downstream to cooperate is low, they will be stable in the state
of non-cooperation. The possible reasons are with the increase in opportunity costs, upstream
governments have less willingness to protect water resources and choose not to protect water
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resources. This will lead to downstream governments also choose not to pay upstream. When
the initial willingness to cooperate is high, the increase in opportunity costs will reduce the speed
of system stability. When opportunity costs continue to increase, they will change their strategies to
no-cooperation suddenly. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the composition of opportunity costs
and weights. Only on the basis of defining the composition of opportunity costs, can we try to find
appropriate ways to reduce it.

As for the fines, other scholars usually find that only increasing the fines can promote cooperation
between upstream and downstream governments. Finally, the system is stable in the state of upstream
governments protecting water resources and downstream governments paying a compensation fee.
However, the results in this paper are different from previous studies. It is believed that the fines
measure has a small significant impact on the final stability of the system, especially to upstream and
downstream governments. This paper argues that fines, as a means of supervision, do not necessarily
promote the system to stable at the optimal state. When the central government has a strong attitude
of protecting water resources and efficient supervisory skills, the situation that upstream governments
choose not to protect water resources and downstream governments choose not to pay is hard to
achieve. Therefore, the fines maybe are not the optimal policy-making method, and it may be better to
convert the fines mechanism into the reward mechanism [65].

The higher the ecological compensation fee, the better stability will not be achieved. The
simulation shows that high ecological compensation will accelerate downstream governments to
choose non-compensation strategy when the initial probability of cooperation between upstream
and downstream is low. The financial pressure of downstream governments increases with the
increase of the ecological compensation fee. When downstream governments choose to no-compensate,
upstream governments also tend to choose not to protect water resources, which ultimately leads
to the system stable in the worst state E0. Similarly, when the initial probability of cooperation is
high, we will get similar conclusions. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate an appropriate ecological
compensation fee, which is too high or too low to achieve a sustainable effect. In order to implement
the watershed ecological compensation in the Eastern Route of SNWTP for a long time [66], it is
necessary to fully understand the object of ecological compensation. On this basis, the appropriate
ecological compensation fee is worked out.

About the government’s supervisory attitude to water resources and supervisory skills,
the simulation results show that the slow increase of the central government’s supervisory attitude
to water resources and supervisory skills will not have a significant impact on the system when the
initial willingness of upstream and downstream governments to cooperate is low. Interestingly, when
the attitude and supervisory skills to the water resources have a significant improvement, it will
lead to rapid changes from non-cooperative to cooperation. The central government’s strong attitude
towards protecting water resources can reflect the central government’s determination to protect water
resources. Meanwhile, the improvement of supervisory skills will also reduce the fluke mentality of
upstream and downstream governments when they choose not to fulfill their responsibilities. This has
a great warning role for the upstream and downstream governments. The central government needs to
have a clear attitude towards water resources protection and improve the supervisory skills to stabilize
the tripartite game at E5 or E8.

This paper has the following limitations: (1) The tripartite evolutionary game model constructed in
this paper only applies to two local governments, for example, the Eastern Route of SNWTP involves
Jiangsu Province and Shandong Province. However, it is not suitable for multi-agent watershed
ecological compensation research. When this situation occurs, there is competition among different
local governments. It will not only compete for the right to use water resources but also compete for
the ecological compensation fee. For the central government, how to punish multiple stakeholders
is difficult to solve. If we want to analyze the complex situation, we need to build a more complex
model. It can be considered that using a multi-agent approach to analyze multi-participants in the
watershed ecological compensation in future research. (2) This paper does not consider the allocation
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of ecological benefits. When the water environment of the basin is improved, ecological benefits are
beneficial to governments at all levels. As for the allocation of ecological benefits brought about by
the improvement of the water environment, it is a new direction. (3) This paper does not consider the
synergistic change of multi-factors, but only considers the strategic choice of stakeholders under the
single-factor change.

6. Conclusions

Watershed ecological compensation, as an institution that can coordinate the conflict in multilevel
governments, solve transboundary water pollution, and promote the sustainable development of water
resources, has been widely used. The Eastern Route of SNWTP, as a water diversion project of great
strategic significance, should also use such a system to coordinate the conflict, solve transboundary
water pollution and achieve the purpose of sustainable utilization of water resources. Because of
the different interests in multilevel governments, building a tripartite game is helpful to analyze the
problems of watershed ecological compensation. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The relationship between the supervision costs and benefits of the central government will affect
the evolution direction of the system. When the supervisory costs are greater than the benefits,
the central government will not supervise. On the contrary, the central government will supervise
the local governments.

(2) The initial willingness to cooperate between upstream and downstream governments plays an
important role in the evolution of the system.

(3) The fines imposed by the central government on the local governments have no significant impact
on the stability of the system under any circumstances.

(4) The higher the ecological compensation fee, the higher the probability of upstream and
downstream governments chose not to cooperate.

(5) The supervisory attitude to water resources and supervisory skills will have an impact on stability.
When supervisory attitude and skills of the central government to water resources have been
improved significantly, it will promote the local governments to change their strategies from
no-cooperation to cooperation.

(6) The initial ecological benefits of downstream governments have no effect on stabilization strategies.

Based on the analysis in this paper, the following suggestions made to improve the watershed
ecological compensation in the Eastern Route of SNWTP: (1) strictly follow the river chief system,
eliminate the influence of administrative divisions and protect the basin as a whole; (2) add reward on
the basis of fines and raise the awareness of the community of interests in order to enhance the initial
willingness of cooperation between upstream and downstream governments; (3) to further analyze the
composition of opportunity costs and the object of ecological compensation, determine the appropriate
ecological compensation fee, and then formulate a more reasonable ecological compensation contracts;
(4) maintain the stability of the central government’s supervisory attitude to water resources and
improve its supervisory skills, so as to increase the warning role of the central government on local
governments’ water resources destruction.
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Appendix A

The Jacobian matrix of eight equilibrium points in the replication dynamic system.

J1 =

 −C1 − C2 − Cs 0 0
0 −Cx − R 0
0 0 −C3



J2 =

 C1 + C2 + Cs 0 0
0 M1 − Cx − R 0
0 0 R1 − C3 + a× b× F2



J3 =

 M− C1 − C2 − Cs 0 0
0 Cx + R 0
0 0 −C3 + a× b× F1



J4 =

 −C1 − C2 − Cs 0 0
0 −Cx − R 0
0 0 C3



J5 =

 C1 + C2 + Cs −M 0 0
0 Cx −M1 + R 0
0 0 R1 − C3



J6 =

 C1 + C2 + Cs 0 0
0 M1 − Cx − R + a× b× F2 0
0 0 −R1 − C3 − a× b× F2



J7 =

 M− C1 − C2 − Cs + a× b× F1 0 0
0 Cx + R 0
0 0 C3 − a× b× F1



J8 =

 C1 + C2 + Cs −M− a× b× F1 0 0
0 Cx −M1 + R− a× b× F2 0
0 0 C3 − R1
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